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Ben shu shi zuo zhe you li dong nan ya de lü xing bi
ji.Er shi si sui nei nian,Ta cong yin du chu fa,Kai shi
le man you shi jie de ren sheng zhi lv.Zai mian
dian,Xin jia po,Xiang gang,Guang zhou liu xia le zu ji
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hou dao da ri ben,Zui hou you li le mei guo.
The World Economic Outlook (WEO) presents the
IMF’s leading economists’ analyses of global
economic developments during the near and
medium terms. It is a respected, one-stop, trusted
resource offering remarkable insight, balance, and
perspective to decision makers and policymakers
worldwide. Published twice yearly, the World
Economic Outlook presents the outlook for growth,
inflation, trade, employment, and other economic
developments in a clear, practical format. Each WEO
considers the issues affecting advanced, emerging
market, and developing economies. Central bankers,
economists, Financial institutions, business leaders,
governments, think tanks, and researchers eagerly
await this unique investigation of what’s happening
and what’s ahead.
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Chinese edition of Questa storia [This Story], a Prix
Femina finalist in 2007. Alessandro Baricco is a
popular Italian writer, director and performer. A story
of a man who left his wife to fulfill his dream he had
since he was 7 years old. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
???????????1995??????????
Charles Kingsley's book rendered into Chinese. Traditional
Chinese edition.
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Disney legend Mary Blair Picture Book Biography. A great
female artist who influenced the colors of Disney animation is
a classic memory in the hearts of every adult and child. Have
you ever wondered who made these colorful animations?
This beautiful and unique picture book will take you to
uncover the mystery behind Disney animation and get to
know the important animator who influenced the color of
Disney animation. Mary Blair was one of the first female
employees hired at Disney Studios.
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??????:?????????,????????????,?????????,????,???,???
??,?????,????,??UML??????,????,????????
Set in the height of China's Cultural Revolution, a soldier
and his superior's wife carry an adulterous affair. They
would blasphemously destroy anything associated with
Mao when they meet. The book is widely banned in
China.
Traditional Chinese edition of Broken Bird. A bird was
born with only one wing. He knows he is different from
his siblings. Even if they laughed at him, Broken Bird
decides that he will fly. And fly, he did. In Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????:Le juif errant
Make children's bedtime peaceful with a children's
bedtime story that deepens devotion and uplifts kids to
prayer. Bedtime story in Chinese for ages 2-12.
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